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HOW TO TEACH ART AT HOME

Management, Set-up, Drawing, & Painting
Not an artist? That's okay. You don't have to be.
I started Deep Space Sparkle hoping to help anyone interested in teaching art to children.
This mantra didn't happen overnight. Early on in my career as an art ed blogger I posted what I
thought were complete lesson tutorials. But readers asked more and more questions. I realized that
the omission of even the smallest item in a checklist of instructions could stymie a beginner. Sharing
the exact steps on how to teach an art lesson in a language we all can understand has helped
thousands of adults share art with kids.
Most people are attracted to a visual idea like a picture of a finished art project. Some know
instinctively whether or not their child or students could do the lesson but what they don't know is
how long the project will take, how to create vibrant colors or what paper to use.
You see, even art teachers and creative people these questions:
What paint is best?
Should I use a pencil?
How do I encourage children not to crumple up their paper?
Very few art teachers,
classroom teachers, moms
and home-educators know
exactly what to teach, how
to teach it and what to use.
So the first step is to be
gentle on yourself and
embrace art. Most of the
answers are right here in tis
PDF.
Let’s start with some
fundamentals...
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AT-HOME MANAGEMENT PLAN
Teaching art at home is a different experience from teaching art in a classroom setting. The space is
smaller, the age of the children is varied and the time restraints are less. But, one of the biggest
challenges is that the children may focus in a way that differs from how they behave in school.
Classroom and art room teachers spend time creating a classroom management plan. This sets the
pace of the class, expectations for supplies, seating and rules and also establishes a predictable
routine for children.
If you teach art at home, compared to creating art with your own children, you may want to
consider how a classroom management plan will benefit you.
A FEW THINGS TO CONSIDER:
How long will your lessons require? If your lessons are 60 minutes, make sure that all of
you students can sit and create art for that length of time. If you have children ages 4-7, they
may only want to create for 30-40 minutes.
Set expectations for the parents: Parents are the ones who will need to know what you
intend to teach and what is the expected outcome. If you are focusing on drawing skills, let
them know. If you are process based, care that with your parents. It doesn't matter HOW you
teach art, but communicating your expectations is vital.
Create a designated art space: Make sure to use the same space every week with your
students. They will
know where to find
supplies, what is
expected of them,
who they will sit
beside, where to grab
a snack and where to
go to the restroom.
Keep an inventory of
basic but good
quality art supplies.
You can do a lot with
oil pastels & paint.
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THE SET-UP
You don't need art easels but
you do need a spot for each
child to draw, paint and create.
Kitchen tables are the best. Lay
down a plastic table cloth or a
large 18" x 24" sheet of paper
per child. I use large sheets of
paper in my classroom. They get
a bit soggy after a paint day, but
after they dry, they can be used
again and again.
If you are teaching to more than
3 children, your attention will be
divided but don't turn this into a problem. I teach between 20-30 children at a time and all I can say
is that there are many, many developmental age groups in a classroom. Try to simplify the lesson
for the youngest but don't teach to the youngest; teach to the middle.
Let's look at an example: Self-Portraits for a Kinder, second grader and a fifth grader.
You can all watch the same video, read the same portrait lesson and look in mirrors, but when it
comes time to draw, I would give the youngest an oval template, the middle can start with a letter
"U" and the oldest can craft a more realistic face. It's important to understand that a kinder won't
be able to follow the same set of instructions as the older child.
I explain these techniques in my Fun with Portraits II Art Bundle
When teaching to a mixed-age group, it is very likely that all children will work at a different pace.
Try to engage with all levels and provide "free-choice" activities for the children who truly finish
early. This could be an art related activity that can be accomplished on their own. The trick here is
to establish a set art time whether you finish the main project or not.
Reduce prep anxiety by encouraging children to share supplies. Place paint or coloring supplies in
the middle of the table but provide a paint brush, marker or other drawing tool for each child. It's
helpful to keep general art related supplies together in a bin.
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Grade
Level

Oil
Pastels

Chalk
Pastels

Paper art
Fiber Arts Collage
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Pencils,
Tempera
Markers, & or Acrylic Watercolor
Crayons

Mixed
Media
Collage

Technique Checklist
Printmaking

Clay or 3D
Art

art supplies I love & use
WHITE TRU-RAY SULPHITE PAPER (Pacon Tru-Ray)
COLORED & BLACK TRU-RAY SULPHITE PAPER (Pacon Tru-Ray)
90 LB WATERCOLOR PAPER (Canson)
OIL PASTELS INCLUDING EXTRA BLACK & WHITE (Faber-Castell, Cray-Pas)
SOFT CHALK PASTELS
LIQUID TEMPERA PAINT (Crayola Premium, Faber-Castell)
CAKE TEMPERA PAINT (Faber-Castell, Richesons, Alpha Biggies)
16-COLOR WATERCOLOR PAINTS (Prang or Crayola)
LIQUID WATERCOLOR PAINTS (Saxs, Blick)
METALLIC LIQUID TEMPERA PAINTS
SMALL, MEDIUM AND LARGE ALL-PURPOSE BRUSHES (Royal Langnickle)
COLORED PENCILS (Prisma Color, Faber-Castell)
CRAYOLA MARKERS
SCHOOL GRADE ACRYLIC PAINTS (Crayola Acrylics)
PRINTED SCRAPBOOK/CRAFT PAPERS
ELMERS WHITE SCHOOL GLUE & GLUE STICKS
GLOSSY MOD-PODGE
PENCILS (2b-4b)

LEARN MORE!
Listen to Art Made Easy #020- The Best
Art Products to Use with Kids
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what supplies to use for each grade level

all

k-3

LIQUID TEMPERA PAINT a great all-purpose paint for school art. With all paints, its very
important to test the brand of paint yourself to see what properties it has. I look for a thick, opaque
coverage that enables mixing. Cake tempera is perfect when you don't have much time between
classes. Prep is as simple as setting the trays on and off the table. The drawback to cake tempera its
harder to mix or blend colors.

all

3-6

WATERCOLOR PAINTS: BY 3rd grade, kids become skilled at painting with pan watercolors but
still need to be coached on how to apply paint so the trays don’t end up a sticky mess. That’s why
liquid watercolors are so great: no mess with bright, intense colors. All grade levels love liquid
watercolors.
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what supplies to use for each grade level

all
OIL PASTELS are my favorite
drawing tool because they
promote large drawings and
large drawings are easier to
paint. If using oil pastels for
coloring, introduce them in
second grade and above.
Younger children will struggle
with how much time it takes to color with oil pastels.
By fifth grade, children will prefer using pencils and markers to begin their drawings.
Two types of oil pastels: Water soluble oil pastels will turn into paint when mixed with water.
Color as you normally would then dip a paint brush in water and smooth onto pastels. Instant paint!
Non-water soluble oil pastels will resist water. This is the secret ingredient the popular water color
resist technique.

CHALK PASTELS can be a bit messy
but don't shy away from them. Unlike,
paints, they are super easy to prep
and result in rich, easy-to-apply colors.
I like to introduce chalk to children in
grades 2 and higher. For younger
grades, chalk is a great medium to use
in conjunction with other mediums,
like tempera paint.
Simple paint with liquid tempera
paint and then when dry, apply
chalk for details.

3-6
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HELPFUL TIPS
Consider listening to ART MADE EASY #011: Working Through Mistakes
Listen to Art Made Easy #006- Tips to Help Gauge if an Art Project is Right for Your
Class

HOME-BASED ART!
Consider purchasing the HomeEducator Art Bundle in the SHOP.
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Get organized & learn
Set up folders on your computer for
your favorite art lessons. Use Evernote
to save URL’s for website favorites.
Make a binder for those art teacher
resources that you might download
from an Art Made Easy Podcast
episode or from the SHOP so they are
ready to be copied as needed

Listen to Art Made Easy #037- The
Organized Art Teacher and download
the free PDF
Listen to Art Made Easy #049 Creating
Art at Home
Learn how to teach art to kids by
enrolling in our self-paced Teaching Art 101 online class. You’ll learn what supplies work
best, how to teach drawing & painting plus have access to over 2 dozen lesson plans and
videos for children ages 5-12.
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